
 

 

Subject: History                                        Year  11 
Curriculum Map  

                                                                                                                              2023 -2024 

Week 
Commencing 

Topic  

(including links to additional resources) 

Assessment 
Window 

 
STAFF INSET 04/09 
ALL STUDENT IN 05/09 

Welcome back and recall and retrieval focusing upon building blocks 
from previous delivered content -LUNR and CP 
EE launch – Requirements of British Depth Study and what it looks 
like. ‘Memory mate’ – specific question structure and support  

 

11/09/2023 

Enquiry 1: How did Elizabeth use her power?  
Elizabeth and her court including the Privy Council and the 
Essex Rebellion 
• Identify what the system of patronage was 
• Identify and describe Elizabethan court and role of courtiers 
• Compare and contrast the Privy Council and Privy Chamber  
• Compare and contrast Cecil and Walsingham 

• Evaluate the causes and consequences of the Essex Rebellion 

 

18/09/2023 

Enquiry 1: How did Elizabeth use her power?  
Elizabeth and her Parliaments including opposition from the 
Puritans 
• Identify and explain the role of parliament -who, what and for 

how long? 
• Explain the significance of proclamations 
• Define ‘Monopolies’ and link this to growing criticism of 

Elizabeth  
• How did the Puritans oppose in speech and in writing?  
• Explain the significance of Peter Wentworth and John Stubbes 
• Evaluate the significance of the Golden speech 

 

25/09/2023 

Enquiry 1: How did Elizabeth use her power?  
Elizabeth and her people including local government, 
propaganda and censorship  
• Explain how Elizabeth used Lord Lieutenants to maintain order 
• Explain the role of JP’s  
• How did Elizabeth control the people -propaganda and 

censorship? 
• Compare the different methods and reach a judgment on which 

was most effective 

 

02/10/2023 

Enquiry 2 –Dangerous People: Why were there so few 
Catholics in England by 1603? 
Elizabeth’s laws on religion and how they were enforced  
The work of Jesuit priests and how Elizabeth dealt with them 
• Identify and define conformists, papists, recusants and plotters 
• What social, economic and financial laws were passed to 

remove the recusant threat?  
• What is the difference between a Seminary and Jesuit priest? 
• Who was Edmund Campion? 
• Who was Margaret Clitheroe?  

 



 

 

• What was the Bloody Question? 
• How does Walsingham fit into the Catholic enquiry? 

9/10/2023 

Enquiry 2 –Dangerous People: Why were there so few 
Catholics in England by 1603? 
The threat from Mary Queen of Scots 
• Why was Mary Queen of Scots a threat to Elizabeth? 
• What was the link between Scotland and Spain? 
• Which is more important –the Throckmorton or Babington plot? 

Why? 
• What were the consequences of Mary’s execution? 
• How can we technically bring 1604 into the enquiry? 
 

 

16/10/2023 

Enquiry 2 –Dangerous People: Why were there so few 
Catholics in England by 1603? 
The threat from Spain: Rivalry and the Spanish Armada 
• Why was there long-standing rivalry with Spain? 
• What evidence is there to support the view that Elizabeth 

antagonised Spain? 
• Why is the Netherlands crucial in the escalation of worsening 

Anglo-Spanish relations? 
• Why did the Armada fail? 
• How did Elizabeth reinforce her position following the defeat of 

the Armada?  
• Did the failed Armada solve the Spanish problems? 
• Was England really at threat by the Catholics or was it 

paranoia?  
 

 

23/10/2023 

Enquiry 3: What really mattered to the Elizabethans? 
Comparing the daily lives of the gentry, middling sort and 
labouring poor  
-The houses and possessions 
-the food 
-land and power 
of the gentry, middling sort and labouring poor  
 
Elizabethan Family life and kinship 
-Family life regarding husbands and wives 
-Parents and children 
-kinship (the wider family) and the notion of the nuclear family   
 
How successfully did Elizabeth tackle poverty? EMP context 
(poverty) and reliance on harvests from C+P thematic study 
• the settled poor  
• the vagrant poor  
• Distinguish differences  
• Long term and short term causes of the poverty crisis x 3 
• Responding to the problem (categories of unemployed poor- 
Impotent poor, able-bodied poor and vagabonds) 
• Use of York as a case study 
• The impact of the Elizabethan Poor Law 
• criticism of date 1601 and why significant -features of poor Law 

described: 

 











 

 

8/04/2024 

Delivery of the making of America Curriculum Content unit 4: 
Settlement and Conflict on the Plains 1861-1877 
• How did the railroads and ranches change the Plains?  
• Impact of the railway on the Plains -winners and losers 
• Cattle drives and cow towns -cowboys 
• Cattle ranches and the open range  

 
Delivery of the making of America Curriculum Content unit 4: 
Settlement and Conflict on the Plains 1861-1877 
• How did homesteaders survive and thrive on the Plains? 
• Factors encouraging migration 
• Problems on the Plains Solutions to these problems  
• To what extent was homesteading a success?  
 

 

15/04/24 

Delivery of the making of America Curriculum Content unit 4: 
Settlement and Conflict on the Plains 1861-1877 
• The Indian Wars including Little Crow’s War (1862), the Sand 

creek Massacre (1864) Red Cloud’s War (1865-68) and the 
Great Sioux War (1876-1877) 

Delivery of the Making of America Curriculum Content Unit 5: 
How did the lives of the Americans change 1877-1900? 
The lives of the Native Americans 1877-1900 
• Annihilation and destruction of Native American culture 
• Destruction of the Buffalo 
• Reservations  
• Friends of the Indian 
• The ghost dances  
• Wounded knee 
 

 

22/04/2024 

Delivery of the Making of America Curriculum Content Unit 5: 
How did the lives of the Americans change 1877-1900? 
The lives of the African Americans 1877-1900 
Economic changes 
• Opportunities in the West  
• Challenges in the North 
• Education and training 0Booker T Washington 
Social Changes 
• Jim Crow Laws 
• Living conditions 
Delivery of the Making of America Curriculum Content Unit 5: 
How did the lives of the Americans change 1877-1900? 
The lives of the African Americans 1877-1900 
Political changes 
• Redeemers 
• KKK 
• Constitutional changes 
• Lynching’s  
The impact of big business, cities and mass migration 
• Big business and growth of corporations – Carnegie and United 

Steel Corporation, cotton and tobacco factories, bonanza farms 
The growth of cities  
• Chicago case study -stimulation of industries 
• Urban life and mortality rate in tenements 

 





 

 

 


